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TECHNICAL BULLETIN – Engine warming / cool down procedure – 24/09/18

After over 30 years of experience using Big Block GM (Chevy) V8 engines for Glider
launching they have proven to be the most suitable engines for these high load / short
duration applications and there is no other engine which will give these characteristics
for as low a price to buy, operate or repair.
Many of the Skylaunch winches engines have been in use over 20 years and some with
more than 150,000 launches without any repairs or rebuilds.
In order to achieve the maximum life expectancy from your winch engine (and any
engine) it is important to use a good warm up and cool down procedure.
It seems to be common practice at some Gliding Clubs to regularly start the winch and
push it to max power when not fully warmed up and then the engine is switched off as
soon as the parachute has landed by the winch - These engines will have a lower life
expectancy and sometimes only last 8-10 years before the head gaskets may need
renewing.
If safer practice is maintained then these engines would last much longer before needing
any work despite the high load of launching gliders

The deterioration caused by improper engine warm up and cool down is very easy to
remedy by a simple change of procedure:
1. Despite a warm up of the engine before launching, if it has been switched off a few
minutes then the coolant temperature may still be correct but the combustion
temperature will have cooled off.
So before each launch the Glider signaller / dispatcher should radio the winch with a
‘Wake up call’ to say “Next Glider will be ____”, normally when the pilots are fastening
their safety harnesses. This gives the winch driver 1-2 minutes to start the engine and
preset the throttle settings etc.
This is also much easier and safer for the winch driver, as they can properly prepare and
not be rushed into a launch.
This practice will greatly reduce the thermal shock on the engine.
2. At the end of the launch, leave the winch running for 1-2 minutes to allow the
combustion temperature in the engine to cool off and coolant to pump around and
through the radiator.
If launching is frequent then usually drivers leave the engine running between launch 1
and 2, then after launch 2 and 1-2 minutes of cool off time the engine can be switched
off.
This also halves the high duty cycle required of the starter motor.
Just think: if Aero engines were treated the way winch engines often are then they would
not last more than a day!
Looking after your winch engine will save the club money and possible down-time over
the long term.
For any further advice please contact Skylaunch.
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